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“Engineers operate at the interface between Science and Society”
To identify the great works done by our hard working engineers each year 15th September is
celebrated as Engineers' Day marking the birthday of Sir Mokshagundam Visvesvaraya,
recognizing his contributions in the field of hydel energy in India. The most outstanding
Engineer of all times, the engineering fraternity of India celebrates “Engineer’s Day” every year .
It was this day 154 years ago that this great contributor was born.

Engineering is not merely knowing and being knowledgeable; engineering is not merely
analysis; engineering is not merely the possession of the capacity to get elegant solutions to
non‐existent engineering problems; engineering is practicing the art of the organized forcing
of technological change.
The objectives of celebrations of Engineer’s Day were
• To promote and encourage the students to harness their skills.
• To produce quality Engineers for the bright future of our country.
On this occasion, Department of Information Technology organized a Debate Competition at
individual class level to inculcate the competitive spirit among the budding engineers, followed
by group activity.
Topics were
-

Are Teachers losing their significance because of Technology Enabled Learning?

-

Is Engineering Gender Biased?

Debate Winners.
Ms. V.Rupa (II/57)
Mr. Madhur Vyas(II/29)
MRCET celebrated Engineer’s day on 16th September @MRCET Auditorium. The Principal,
Dr.V.S.K Reddy Sir addressed the gathering. He urged the engineers to always update their
technical knowledge & keep abreast with latest technologies. The Dean, Dr.Murali Krishna Sir,
further exhorted engineers to develop indigenous techniques best suited to our conditions as the

World-class Engineering may differ from nation to nation. The Director Prof Kailash Rao Sir
motivated the students to map their academic knowledge to meet the requirements of the global
markets. Head of the Department Dr.G.Sharada Madam shared her views about “engineering is
about doing.” & “Software is a great combination of artistry and engineering.”

